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Concept
Claudio Dondoli and Marco Pocci both studied at the Faculty of
Architecture, Florence. In 1983, they opened their own design studio on
the outskirts of Siena.
Very taken with the idea of a kind of design which is accessible to as
many people as possible, they feel that the simple materials such as

steel or PVC may be enhanced, exalted even, by an inspired design and
an optimised manufacturing process.
Lettino, the first sun lounger ever designed for Ligne Roset, more than
meets this challenge.

Aesthetics
Long convinced that ‘there is no beauty without functionality’. In
the case of Lettino, Dondoli & Pocci express this in an association of
the elegant minimalism of the steel and white lacquered aluminium
structure and the comfort of a fine outdoor-quality fabric (choice of
blanc or grège).
Made from polyvinyl, this flexible fabric is both durable (being heatwelded) and easy to maintain (since it can be washed in soapy water).

comfort on offer, from ‘siesta’ to ‘reading’ position, using the 5-position
rack & pinion system.
The two large, attractive wheels at the head end make Lettino easy to
move whilst bringing a touch of roundness and softness to its minimal
design.
Functional to the very end, the Lettino sun lounger is also stackable.

The multi-position adjustable back enables the user to personalise the

Quality of manufacture & comfort
Construction – White lacquered cataphoresis-treated steel and
aluminium profiles.
Two large wheels Ø 18 at the head end to facilitate movement. Wheels
in nylon/polythene and ABS.
This model is stackable.
Comfort – Natural suspension thanks to the flexibility of the 560 g/m2
fabric, made from 75 % polyvinyl / 25 % polyester.

Dimensions of frame 70 x 196 cm.
Adjustable back with 5-position rack & pinion system.
Making-up – Durable, heat-welded, washable fabric.
Covering materials – White lacquered structure teamed with fabric
covering – choice of blanc or grège.

Range
Sun lounger – Width 74 Depth 203 Height with back raised 103 Seat height 33
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